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transition region surrounding the whole prominence body, and the other in which each
thread of the filamentary structure is surrounded by a tube-like transition region. Other
studies measured the amount of absorption in coronal EUV observations due to
prominence material to deduce prominence densities and prominence column densities
(Kucera et al. 1998,  Golub et al. 1999). Motivating the present study, Kucera et al.
suggested looking at prominence absorption in several different coronal lines spanning
each ionization wavelength regime (see Fig. 1) to determine the absolute abundances of
neutral helium and hydrogen in prominences.

By observing how much coronal radiation is absorbed by a prominence low in the
solar atmosphere in the EUV, it is possible to infer its mean column density and thence
obtain a total prominence mass. Gilbert et al. (2005, 2006) previously applied such a
technique to SOHO EIT 195 A observations to infer prominence mass. This technique
involves calculating prominence column mass density along the line of sight, and
subsequently integrating this column mass density over the prominence area to find the
total mass. It also allows the effects of both foreground and background radiation to be
considered.

In the present work we extend the use of this mass-inference technique to a sample of
prominences observed in at least two coronal lines. This approach, in theory, allows a
direct calculation of prominence mass and helium abundance and how these properties
vary spatially and temporally. Our motivation is two-fold: to obtain a He°/H°
abundance ratio, and to determine how the relative spatial distribution of the two species
varies in prominences. The first of these relies on the theoretical expectation that the
amount of absorption at each EUV wavelength is well-characterized. However, in this
work we show that due to a saturation of the continuum absorption in the 625 A and 368
A lines (which have much higher opacity compared to 195 A- Heinzel et al., 2001, 2003,
2008) the uncertainties in obtaining the relative abundances are too high to give
meaningful estimates. This is an important finding because of its impact on future studies
in this area. The comparison of the spatial distribution of helium and hydrogen presented
here augments previous observational work indicating that cross-field diffusion of
neutrals is an important mechanism for mass loss (Gilbert et al. 2007). Significantly
different loss timescales for neutral He and H (helium drains much more rapidly than
hydrogen) can impact prominence structure, and both the present and past studies suggest
this mechanism is playing a role in structure and possibly dynamics.

Section 2 of this paper contains a description of the observations and §3 summarizes
the method used to infer mass along with the criteria imposed in choosing prominences
appropriate for this study. Section 3 also contains a discussion of the problems due to
limitations of the available data and the implications for detennining relative abundances.
We present our results in §4, including plots of radial -like scans of prominence mass in
different lines to show the spatial distribution of the different species. The last section
contains a discussion summarizing the importance of the qualitative results found in this
work. The Appendix provides a detailed derivation of how to obtain prominence mass
and helium abundance (A 1) and includes the data for all prominences studied (A2).
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Our initial approach involves using the combination of two spectral lines to directly
calculate total mass and helium abundance. We outline how that can be accomplished in
a detailed derivation in the Appendix. Below we describe the basic approach followed by
a discussion of why and how we adjusted the more detailed approach (Appendix) to
allow for the effect of saturation of the continuum absorption in the EUV at 625A and
368A.

The first step in inferring prominence mass is to determine how much coronal
radiation is being absorbed as it travels through the prominence. The observational
measure of extinction of coronal radiation, which for 171 A, 195 A, and 368 A radiation
arises from hydrogen and helium continuum absorption and for 525 A radiation arises
from hydrogen continuum absorption, is represented by an extinction factor, a. If Cr is
the mean absorption cross section for radiation passing through a prominence, the
extinction factor for radiation traveling in the direction s over a distance e is

- f nerds
a=e	 (1)

Here, n is the total number density of all atoms and ions of H and He (note we assume
He" is negligible), and o- is given by

S = f, ( I — .xx) a, + f" ( I — X", ) (T He + fH, X" 0-He+	 (2)

where the tractional hydrogen and helium abundances (by number) are represented by.fri
and ,fH,, and the H and He ionization fractions by xH = nri . 1(nH +nH . ) and

xHe =n He+  4( 71k +nHe' ) • (TH 7 0_Ha ^ and cs, are the photoionization cross sections (for

the particular line of interest) for H, He, and He
+
_ respectively. We assume that the

absorbing material is composed only of hydrogen and helium, so

J,y + ff" =1	 (3)

If r- is uniform throughout the prominence, and if we define the column density by

N = n ds	 (4)

it follows that

a =e-N0,	 (5)

-In a = N u	 (d)

As described in the Appendix, applying this to a prominence visible in two spectral lines
allows the determination of the helium abundance. The resulting HOM O abundance
ratios obtained range from 0.23 — 0.51. These are much higher than expected, which is
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details on the error analysis), the steps that greatly impact those calculations are repeated
ten times to reduce statistical error. The scale height of the coronal emission is measured
by finding the slope of a semi-log plot of the line emission versus the radius. To obtain
the background radiation, we interpolate between points that are on either side of the
prominence material. Since the amount of coronal radiation along a radial scan of the
quiet Sun generally follows a symmetric logarithmic distribution that is peaked at the
edge of the limb, we correct for small deviations in coronal emission by using a power
law to smooth over any anomalies and provide a much better estimate of the corona]
radiation around the prominence material. The code automatically interpolates the
amount of coronal emission at all data pixels of the prominence between the two
corrected radial scans, providing a map of the interpolated background radiation and
effectively `deleting" the prominence material.

Using the interpolated image together with the real image, and accounting for the
amount of radiation originating in front of the prominence (foreground radiation = I f ),

we are able to obtain an extinction factor for each pixel, and thus inter a mass per pixel.
The resulting "maps" showing the distribution of mass in the different lines allows a
comparison of the relative spatial distribution of neutral helium and hydrogen.

3.3. EUVAhsorption Error Analysis

Sources of error (other than the opacity issues discussed above) include those inherent
in the method (a detailed description of the assumptions involved can be found in Gilbert
et al. ZOOS), The determination of a introduces error because it involves looking at
intensity measurements in a small region on the disk and gust off the limb. The space
between the intensity measurements on the disk and just off the limb needs to small ( 6
pixels apart) and display relatively uniform properties throughout the localized region, so
to mitigate the error associated with individual pixel fluctuations, we repeated the
calculation ten times for each measurement using several pairs of data pixels to estimate
the foreground radiation. We also performed various interpolations of the background
radiation at different locations to study the variation. Trial runs showed that ten
repetitions were enough to reduce this source of error by 2-3 times, but a greater number
of repetitions did not continue decreasing the spread in the calculated masses.

Error was also reduced by prudent data selection; we excluded prominences near
active regions and coronal holes to assure a better detennination of the coronal radiation
around each prominence. Instrumental effects were tested by several comparisons, and
all were found to be relatively insignificant. For example, analyses of simultaneous
'TRACE and EIT observations (at either 171 A or 195 A) measured similar mass values,
despite different resolution, exposure times, instrumentation, etc. There were also no
changes detected between different exposure times and pixel sizes for EIT 195 A
observations, comparable prominence observations before and after loss of
communication with SOHO in June 1998, and the different observing; programs used for
the CDS observations.
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disk. In a previous study (Kilper et al. 2009) we found an increase of homogenization of
filament mass composition at least one day prior to eruption, possibly due to an increase
in activity before eruption.

5. DISCUSSION

The most significant result from this study is the additional observational support it
provides for the idea that cross-field diffusion of neutral prominence material is an
important mechanism in prominence mass dynamics and structure {Gilbert et al. 2002;
2007) . By measuring how much coronal radiation is absorbed by prominences in
different spectral lines, we are able to detect differences in the spatial distribution of
helium relative to hydrogen. The lower portions of at least two quiescent prominences
show a relative enhancement in the absorption in spectral lines where both hydrogen and
helium are absorbers when compared to 625 A (where only hydrogen is an absorber)
indicating helium is slightly more concentrated in those lower regions. Note that this
same distribution of helium is present in 368 A and 171 A. (and in 195 A, which is not
pictured in figures 3 and 4), meaning that this absorption enhancement is unlikely to be a
side-effect of the differences in opacity. It is to be expected that significant field-aligned
flows of mass throughout a prominence would serve to constantly mix hydrogen and
helium, thereby disrupting the observational signature of cross-field diffusion. For one
prominence in our study in which flows were observed (2005 May 18), no signature of
the H and fIe separating was apparent. A more detailed study focused on the relationship
between the bulk flow of material along field lines and the mass distribution of helium
and hydrogen would help address these issues. Such a study requires data with a temporal
cadence and spatial resolution that allows us to observe the evolution of prominence
flows while simultaneously being able to differentiate the relative distributions of H and
He.

The total prominence mass calculations it, `Fable 2 show a consistently lower mass in
the 625 A observations compared to the other lines. The significant difference in total
mass between the 625 A and 195 A lines indicate the much higher opacity at 625 A may
be causing a saturation of the continuum absorption (as suggested in Heinzel et al., 2008)
and thus, a potentially large underestimation of mass. While the opacity at 368 A has not
yet been modeled, it also has a large photoionization cross-section compared to 195 A,
and the significant difference between the masses calculated from those lines suggests
that the opacity of prominences is also large at 368 A, indicating that saturation may also
be an issue for this line. At 171 A the photoionization cross-section is even smaller than
at 195 A, which should mean that the opacity is low, yet the masses measured from the
171 A observations are almost always smaller than those from 195 A. The likely
explanation is that hot prominence plasma is emitting in 171 A (peaking at 1.0 MK) and
reducing the amount of continuum absorption that is measured, leading to a lower mass
estimate (previously found by Kucera et al 1998 and Engvold et al 2001). Quantitatively,
the mass estimates from 195 A (at 1.5 MK) benefit from a good combination of low
opacity and negligible internal emission to provide the most accurate values of the total
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APPENDIX

Al. DERIVING PROMINENCE MASS AND HELIUM ABUNDANCE

Recalling equations (1)-(6) in §3:

f
– reads

a=e	 (I)

CS — .f/f 0 —x1) 0-1 + fHc( 1 - X1,) UHe + JHe xHe 6He*	 (2)

fH + .fHe = 1	 (3)

N = n ds	 (4)

a = e -N6	 (5)

For convenience we define
E= — Ina=Na	 (6)

we can utilize (2) and (6) to write E in the form

E = EH + EH, + EH .	 (7)

where
EH = N fH (l - xx) 6H	 (8)

EH, = N f,, (I — xHe) cy-He	 (9)

EH, , N 3 He xHe 6Hu	 (1 0)

Note that although we define the quantities EH , Effi, , and I the only observed quantity

is E, so the parameters we wish to determine (such as N and . f., ) are expressed in terms

of E (not in terms of E. , EH, , and El,," ). Since we are assuming that absorption occurs

only through ionization, there is a simplification for (7)-(10) at two of our wavelengths of
interest (namely, 625 A and 368 A):



Dividing (1 S) by (17) we obtain

J He _ f-368 _ t7H 368 6H(25 
I
( 1 ^ XH)	 (20)

A -625 611625  6He368 (1 _X 11 ) L

Referring back to (3), it is readily shown that

!H{^ 	
(21)

1 ^ f" If,

J Ne 1 —fH 	 (22)

Finally, we can write the column mass, M , in the form

M=NmH (f„+4fHe )	 (23)

Looking back at (19)-(23), we see that it has been possible to write the column density,
the column mass, and the hydrogen and helium tractions (by number) in terms ol' the two
observed quantities -625 and E 3G8 , the three known cross-sections 0-

HG25 9 o-H36s , and

crHe368, and the two unknown ionization fractions xf, and xHe . The total prominence

mass can now be determined by summing all values of M (times a pixel area) over the
whole prominence if a measurement is made for each pixel.

A2. MASS DISTRIBUTION AND SCANS OF THE REMAINING S PROMINENCES

(Figures 6-13. (a) shows the mass distribution and (b) shows the scan for each case)
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. I average photoionization cross-section per atom/ion in a prominence with are
assumed composition (45% H°, 45% H {, 9% He°, and 1% He). in this plot, the
contributions to the total photoionization cross-section are separated b y the absorbing
species: those due to H `' (below the blue line). He° (between the red and blue lines), and
He{ (between the black and red lines) start at 912A, 544 A, and 228 A, respectively
(Kilper, 2009 PhD thesis; Keady R Kilcrease, 2040)

FIG. 2 — example showing the original images in CDS Mg IX and Mg X containing the
prominence, the interpolated background image, and the resulting mass reaps

FIG. 3 — 1996 July 31 scans in 625 A (top left), 368 A (top middle), and 171 A (top
right) mass maps plotted to demonstrate qualitative spatial differences in mass
concentrations in the three lines. Note the differences in the scale in the 171 A plot
(right) with respect to the others. This is because the measured masses are significantly
larger in 171 A (see discussion in section 3.1). In figures 3- 13, the solid lines in the plots
show the 625 4 scans, the dashed lines show the 368 J scans, and the dotted lines show
either the 171 4 or 195.4 scans.

FIG. 4 — 1999 Oct. 12 scans in 625 A (top left), 368 A (top middle), and 171 A (top
right) mass maps plotted to demonstrate qualitative spatial differences in mass
concentrations in the three lines in a prominence located at position angle 310°. Note the
differences in the scale in the 171 A. plot (right) with respect to the others. This is
because the measured masses are significantly iarger in 171 A (see discussion above).

FIG. 5 — 2005 May 18 scans in mass maps plotted to demonstrate spatial differences in
mass concentrations in two lines in a prominence located at position angle 297°: 195 A
(top left) and 625 A (top center), 171 A (middle left) and 625 A (middle center), and 171
A (bottom left) and 625 A (bottom center). The plots in the right column show the
relative distributions. Note the differences in the scale in the 171 A and 195 A plots with
respect to 625 A. This is because the measured masses are significantly larger in 171 A
and 195 A than 625 A (see discussion above).

FIGS. 6-13 — Images, interpolated backgrounds, ,mass wraps, and scans of the mass maps
for the remaining 8 prominences studied (the 1996 July 31 prominence is presented in the
main text of the paper)
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Photoionization for Prominences with Assumed Composition
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Prominence on 20 Mor 1 999. Scan of 209.1 a
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Prominence on 12 -Oct 1999: Scan at 311.90
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Prominence on 18 May 2005: Scan at 297.30
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